ready-to-light fire tables

COMMERCIAL KEY LARGO

- Includes: DSI System with On/Off control panel, Grey glass burner cover, emergency stop button, glass wind guard, and clear glass fire gems
- Stainless Steel trim or Polished Midnight Mist Supercast™ with Black Fleck stucco base
- Exterior grade frame & stucco finish base
- Optional CVR5020 protective cover (for KL1242DSILP/KL1242DSING) or CVR5427 protective cover (KL1242MDSILP/KL1242MDSING)
- Order for Liquid Propane or Natural Gas
- UL & ULC Listed. Made in USA.

COMMERCIAL UPTOWN

- Includes: DSI System with On/Off control panel, Grey glass burner cover, emergency stop button, glass wind guard, and clear glass fire gems
- Absolute Black granite tile with Polished Midnight Mist Supercast™ on Midnight Storm stucco base or Polished Brown Supercast™ with Continental Slate porcelain tile on Stony Creek stucco base
- Optional CVR6549 protective cover
- Order for Liquid Propane or Natural Gas
- UL & ULC Listed. Made in USA.

COMMERCIAL COVE 30

- Includes: DSI System with On/Off control panel, Grey glass burner cover, emergency stop button, glass wind guard, and clear glass fire gems
- Natural Grey Supercast™ bowl with round Stainless Steel burner
- Contemporary Natural Grey concrete finish is unique to each fire bowl, common attributes include edge wear and color density variation
- Optional CVR42 Protective Cover
- Order for Liquid Propane or Natural Gas
- Does not fit 20 lb. propane tank in base
- UL & ULC Listed. Made in USA.

ANY OGC FIRE TABLE CAN BE ORDERED FOR COMMERCIAL AND CONTRACT SPACES